Summits on the air (SOTA) an award
scheme with the aim of opening horizons!

Zugspitze, highest mountain in Germany 2962m ASL.

Locations don't “have” to be inhospitable! This is Mt. Elliot, a VK2
SOTA summit in the Hunter region. It is a park with toilets,
barbecues and covered seating areas!

SOTA is global with more and more “associations” joining each month.
Since the start of SOTA in the UK in 2002, the intention has always been
to expand into as many countries as possible.

NSW – VK2 – all regions ~1100 summits
VK2 was submitted on Sunday 18th. August (following VK4 the previous month) to the UK
for review and (hopefully) approval. After very few changes VK2 became active on Father's
Day – the first day of spring – Sunday the 1st. of September 2013 along with VK4, KH6
(Hawaii), K8O Ohio and W5A Alabama as states where summits can be “activated”. This
could be the most new associations to join the scheme in one day, so far.

VK2 – Hunter region for SOTA.

SOTA Terminology:
Association – a region of a country (or in some cases a complete country) with its own
team controlling small changes to the general rules and maintaining lists of mountains and
hills (or Summits) that meet the requirements to be used for points in the award scheme.
Activator – a person who goes to the top of an approved summit with a radio and makes
contacts with other amateurs. The activator gains “activator points” for each summit they
activate (he or she, has to have 4 contacts from the summit to obtain the points).
Chaser – a person who contacts activators and gains “chaser points” in the award scheme
by so doing.
MT – management team – the group of amateurs who manage the scheme. All are UK
based at present.
ARM – Association Reference Manual – the “rules book” for the region.
Activation area – the area of land around a summit that can be used to transmit from and
still be considered to be on the summit. It is often not possible to get to the actual summit as
someone has built a building on it (radio tower, church, restaurant etc), hence an area around
the summit is accepted as being “the summit”. The definition of how far away from actual
summit the activation zone is, is defined in the ARM, in Australia it is 25 vertical metres. Note
there is also a requirement that the last part of your access cannot be by motorised means. As
several summits in Australia (and elsewhere) can in fact be driven up to, the agreed action to
be “in the spirit of the scheme” is to walk out of and then back into the activation area. With
some lower summits with slowly dropping sides, this could result in walking kilometres out and
back to your activation point. Allen Harvie in his SOTA section in the August 2013 AR magazine
gave the following guideline “Remember the required access rules to ensure valid activations
(25m vertically and the final 125m horizontally, non-motorised)”. While I cannot find reference
to the 125m in the standard SOTA rules, it does seem a reasonable statement and while SOTA
is a scheme based on trust you can decide whether the last section of your “climb” was “in the
spirit” of the scheme.

SOTA WEB TOOLS (all accessible via www.sota.org.uk)
Alerts –

where planned
activations are listed in advance

SOTA Database

SPOTS – Where chasers have found
activators on-the-air

– where you enter your contacts

SOTA is not a competitive activity but …
you can challenge yourself & friends ...

Chaser Uniques (VK2)

Chaser “roll of honour” (VK2)

Activator – Uniques (NSW)

Activator “role of honour” (NSW)

ActivatorSummit to Summit (VK2)

SOTA AWARDS

For obtaining
1000 (chaser or
activator) points.

For activations in
5 (bronze award)
10 (silver award)
15 (gold award)
20 (Platinum)
associations.

For obtaining 100, 250 or 500 (chaser or activator) points.

Data correct as at 12th.
September 2013.

The following slides are meant to be provided as a
hand-out – not to be displayed on the screen as they
are more of a narrative nature rather than
presentation points.

CHASING
SOTA chasing is one of the fastest growing specialist interests in amateur radio today.
Unlike the activators who climb mountains and make QSO's, the chaser does not require any
specialist equipment or fitness to get started and in most cases your existing equipment will
allow you to start earning points. SOTA stations use a wide selection of operating bands and
modes, including 2m FM, 2m SSB, HF SSB, HF CW and even 10 GHz.
Your home QTH will have an effect on your choice of bands and modes. If you live close to
mountains then you can have considerable success with a 2m FM station and a simple
antenna, working activators in your own country. However SOTA is international and you can
contact activators abroad if you have access to the HF bands.
The number of points gained for a contact depends on the height of the summit and each
summit has a reference number.
Activators issue alerts on the SOTAwatch website to let you know the times and frequency
when they intend to be on a summit. On the day either the activator him/herself or one of the
first chasers contacted will put up a “spot” again on the SOTAWatch website, so that others
can try for a contact (this is just like the DXClusters used HF stations for rare stations).

AWARDS

Each summit is assigned a number of points between 1 and 10. Certificates for 100, 250, 500
and 1000 chaser points are available but if you reach 1000 points, you can obtain an
attractive 'Shack Sloth' trophy with your call sign inscribed on it.

ACTIVATING

As is so true of amateur radio itself, there are many variations of SOTA activating, which
allow it to be as easy or as difficult as you wish it to be. It has been said many times and is
now generally accepted, that SOTA is not a level 'playing field.' Thank goodness it isn't! If it
were so, there wouldn't be the breadth and variation of targets available for participants of
all ages and abilities from the barely mobile to the mountaineer / expeditionary. Yes, from
the outset SOTA has been carefully designed so as to offer something for everyone and
becoming a successful activator is most definitely not limited to the super-fit. Where's the
evidence? There are quite a few disabled activators and at least one successful blind
summiteer! One operator's father attended an activation of G/NP-028, when aged 90, even
sending a greetings message! At the top of the abilities pyramid, there are seasoned
mountaineers but there are also Mountain Goat Award holders who scarcely set foot on a hill
before SOTA came along in 2002. The important prerequisites are enthusiasm, the
possession of an amateur radio licence and a love of the open-air.

AWARDS

Each summit is assigned a number of points between 1 and 10. In some countries a seasonal
bonus of 3 points per summit helps the score along. Certificates for 100, 250, 500 and 1000
activator points are available but if you reach 1000 points, you can obtain an attractive
'Mountain Goat' trophy with your callsign inscribed on it. In case you're tempted to hang up
your boots after attaining the 1000 level, further certificates are available at 2500 and 5000!

ACTIVATING

- Find your own level

Starting out in SOTA activating can be a little like buying a new suit. The tailor
makes measurements and a start is made on production. At stages there will be
fittings where adjustments can be made. By the end of the process the suit
should fit perfectly (until you put on weight, that is!) If you have little experience
of either or both of the basic components of SOTA activating (i.e. hill-walking &
portable operating) you will to some degree, be on a learning curve. Your first
tentative outing might not go exactly to plan but don't be discouraged. With a
little patience, a few adjustments and perhaps some advice from 'old hands,'
there is likely to be an activating style that fits you personally, suits your pocket
and sharpens your skills; bringing enjoyment in the process.
Many activators set their sights on the coveted Mountain Goat Award but that's
not for everyone. If you live far from the hills, suffer a disability or have little
leisure time, it's best to set your own achievable targets at first, such as
activating all the lower hills in your own area or selecting the ones where there is
good road access etc. Equally, the more experienced might want to limit their
efforts to the highest mountains. The really important thing is that you join in,
enjoying the challenge and 'buzz' that you'll get from eager chasers desperate to
work 'your' summit for the points or 'falling over themselves' to log a 'new one'
or 'unique' regardless of how big it is.

ACTIVATING - Radio kit
Life is full of choices but SOTA activating equipment can roughly be divided up into a
few main categories:
VHF FM Handie
Perhaps the simplest, lightest, least obtrusive and (if successful) quickest approach
is to take along a VHF or UHF Handheld, fitted with a helical antenna. Here SOTA can
deliver a real bonus to make modest equipment perform better. On a hilltop, you are
likely to enjoy an enhanced 'take-off' and contacts can come easily, especially if
you're high up and close to population centres. If you're a newcomer, 2m-FM can be
a good way to 'test the water.' However, on smaller hills which are blocked by larger
ones and even on many of the more remote mountains despite a lofty stance, things
may not be so straightforward. A 'rucksack vertical,' free-standing mast & antenna
such as a half-wave or a modest SOTA-beam will help greatly but there'll still be
certain summits from which you'll struggle to obtain the 4 QSO's required for
qualification.
VHF SSB & Beam
The next logical progression is towards the use of VHF SSB gear, a bigger beam,
more power and possibly an RX pre-amp. This is likely to uncover 'another world'
that effectively remains hidden from the 2m-FM operator. Useful distances can now
be covered especially during 'Es' or 'tropo' events but the weight penalty begins to
kick in. There are the neighbouring bands of 6m, 70cm, 23cm etc. but none likely to
succeed so well as 144 MHz.

ACTIVATING - Radio kit
HF
The vast majority of ionosphere-assisted SOTA activity (in the order of greatest
QSO numbers) takes place on the 40m, and 20m bands. There is a push to get SOTA
activity on 12m given it's easier to find a free frequency and beam antennas are
simple to make and light to transport.
If the drawbacks of carrying and setting-up HF equipment can be accepted
(especially if you plan to run significant power), it is possible to reliably reach most
of the SOTA chasers across Australia however if weight becomes an issue one
effective alternative is to use QRP.
In recent years, HF transceivers have 'shrunk' in size and weight, whilst greatly
increasing in usefulness by incorporating the 6m, 2m & 70cm bands. Worthy of
mention is the FT817; a HF/VHF/UHF QRP rig and the Elecraft KX3 both of which
were surely created to revolutionise SOTA operations! The FT857 is similar in many
ways but runs 100 Watts and some SOTA activators use ICOM IC706's. Recently
added to these commercial transceivers we have single or multi-band QRP CW
and/or SSB kit transceivers that give the best performance per gram.

ACTIVATING – Antennas
For VHF, many people use a lightweight beam. SOTAbeams in the UK make a
range of these with masts to go with them.

For HF, the trend tends to be towards home-brew using thin wire and lightweight
coax. Link antennas, based on a resonant dipole for the lowest band desired,
with pull-apart connectors for the bands above it, have become quite popular.
A link dipole, carefully designed and covering the 80m, 40m & 30m bands for
example, can weigh less than 400gm.

Roughly an equal number of HF activators carry a miniature ATU to allow
matching half wave end fed long-wires.
Occasionally vertical antennas are used but these can suffer the problem of
being quite heavy.

ACTIVATING

- Antenna support
Many of the masts carried for HF tend to be based on lightweight, sectional GRP
fishing-poles (Squid Poles), which are sometimes guyed by one means or another
(but often not). In very high winds the strength of their thin, upper sections can be
called into question and can snap. Shorter adaptations of these poles are good for
supporting lightweight VHF beams and a few activators use two walking poles
fixed together to form a low centre-support for wire antennas. Whatever system is
used, there are the inevitable compromises between weight, bulk and windage
versus performance, durability and height above ground.

ACTIVATING -

Power supply
The most common battery types currently used for SOTA QRP work are NickelMetal Hydride and Lithium (LIPO).
Until battery technology offers us lightweight, heavy-current power at affordable
prices, those wishing not to run QRP are stuck with the popular but heavy SLAB
(sealed lead-acid battery - often 7.5 Ah) for use with 100-Watt rigs.

ACTIVATING

– Mode

CW
Since activators have obvious weight & power limitations use of CW, with its greater
reliability in marginal conditions and/or QRP situations, has grown in SOTA, so much
so that in Europe the majority of SOTA activators only use CW. The reverse is the
case in Australia at present although I have heard of some Australian summit
operators training themselves from scratch or brushing up on their Morse purely for
SOTA use. Of course if the majority of chasers cannot understand Morse, the
activator may have a lonely time on the mountain top.
FM
On VHF (2m) for SOTA FM is king however range limited but as line of sight from the
top of a mountain is a LOT further than from ground level, many contacts can be
made on FM. Repeater use is not allowed, so the frequencies used tend to be
around the FM simplex calling frequency of 146.500.
SSB
This is the most used SOTA mode in Australia and it is most used on 40m, around
7.090MHz. Most weekends at the moment, despite the cold weather 3 or 4
activators will be out on mountain tops calling “CQ SOTA”.
Other (more exotic) modes
We have had one Australian SOTA activation where FreeDV, the open source HF
digital Audio mode was tried however at present a separate PC has to be brought
along to encode and decode the audio before it is fed to the HF SSB rig meaning
extra weight to be transported. Until this is implemented either into a rig or a
microphone I don't expect we will see many SOTA FreeDV contacts.

Useful URLs
All official SOTA websites can be accessed via the main SOTA website at
www.sota.org.uk
Activators often have their own blogs where they post reports and pictures
of their activations. A list of all know Australian activator blog sites is on the
SOTA_Australia Yahoo group at:
http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/SOTA_Australia/
Activators also often post videos to YouTube – try searching on Summits on
the Air or SOTA.
SOTABeams antennas - www.sotabeams.co.uk
Local Squid pole supplier – Haverfords in Sydney http://www.haverford.com.au/telescopic-poles.html

